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Abstract

The main objective of this study attempts to contribute to a growing body of research in the understanding of innovation and technological development. When addressing radical changes in technology and innovation, ideas derived from expectations and promises have become key issues in transforming a vision into reality. Thus, our paper aims to investigate the dynamics of expectations and its relationship to the collective imaginary when applied to the space industry. The space industry is one of the most exemplary cases to study the dynamics of social expectations (i.e. space observation, space exploration, the conquest of space, etc.) and it has clearly been considered as a strong stimulus for design efforts. In order to illustrate the processes involved with fulfilling the design of new visions and innovative promises, we use the most recent models of design reasoning (C-K theory) to support our hypothesis.

Introduction

The current literature highlights a phenomenon of expectations, which is recognized to play a critical role in radical systems within innovation (Smith et al., 2010). The case studies proposed by Van Lente (1993) and Van Lente and Rip (1998) have contributed to illustrate the dynamic of expectation in technological development. Moreover, Geels and Raven’s Biogas case (2006) and Robinson and Propp’s study, of lab-on-a-chip technology (2008) propose a myriad method of assessment to analyze the robustness and pertinence of expectations. Then, as underlined by Borup et al. (2006), future-oriented abstractions are among the most important objects of enquiry for scholars and analysts of innovation. Expectations can guide activities, provide structure, add to legitimate claims, attract interest and foster investment. Yet, so far, they are still very few attempts to follow in a systematic way, how expectations emerge, as to how their imaginaries develop and how they can be renewed. We define a collective imaginary as a set of propositions having existence only in the imagination and shared by a collective. The collective imaginary has been studied in numerous ways by social scientists (Jameson, 1981; Maffesoli, 1996; Taylor, 2004), psychoanalysts (Castoriadis, 1987; Hopper, 2001), and philosopher (Jung, 1986; Bachelard, 1943; Durand, 1969; Wunenburger, 1979). Thus, our contribution aims to investigate the dynamics of expectations and the related role of imagination in the case of the space industry. The space industry is one of the most exemplary cases to study the role of expectations (space observation, space exploration, the conquest of space, etc.), and imagination
(the "desirable unknown") has always been a strong stimulus for design efforts. With this case, our research addresses the following research questions:

- What has been the role of expectations in the history of the space industry in shaping scientific and technological change, since it is a very constrained area and has developed a strong dominant design?
- What is the relationship among imagination, expectations and materiality? What are the routes of transmission among expectations, embodiment and materiality?
- What are the methods required to trace and to describe the mechanisms of renewal at the intersection of expectations, imagination and projects? Are they on technology? On action? On application?

Furthermore, we aim to provide a new approach to deepen one’s understanding of the mechanisms of renewal at the crossroads of expectations, imagination and projects. In the literature, there are many ways and methods to study the dynamics of expectations (Van Lente, 1993; Borup et al., 2006). For example, in the social science, studies have shown the important role of expectation in establishing new scientific and technological fields. In economics, the dynamic of expectation studies demonstrate significant results in the context of market behaviour and in technology diffusion. We can also find studies following the approaches of evolutionary economics, actor network, cultural studies of technology, etc (Van Lente, 1993). However, how to explain the convergence of interests of the various actors regarding the proposition of the future? Moreover, how to explain the accession process concerning the common future? Thus, the second objective is to highlight the role of collective imaginary in the dynamics of expectations. Our assumption is that collective imaginary structures the expectations. In essence they allow you to make promises about future and cause fads. In this paper, we propose a new approach and a new theoretical framework (C-K Design theory) in order to highlight the dynamics of expectations and collective imaginary in innovation and technology development. The following section begins with an introduction of the theoretical background. The methodology and C-K design theory used in the case study are then developed and followed by the exploration the dynamics of expectations and imaginaries in the space industry. To conclude, we propose a discussion and final thoughts about the insights gained from our case study.

**Theoretical Background**

The phenomenon of expectation has become a crucial issue to understanding innovation capacities and new product development. Expectations are recognized to play a critical role in radical systems innovation (Smith et al. 2010), as underlined by Van Lente (Van Lente, 1993), expectation and vision play a central role in mobilizing resources for technological and innovation development. According to Van Lente (Van Lente, 1993), the general aim of expectation studies is to contribute to understanding the following questions: How does technology get its shape? How does technology development take place? What are the processes and mechanisms that give technology and technological development its actual configuration?

To study the dynamic of expectation, Van Lente proposes to use a framework: the triangle of technological development (see figure 1). The aim is to represent technological development as involving “artefacts”, “actors” and “agenda”.


To understand the dynamic of expectation, these three corners are involved and technological development studies have to take them into account. Moreover, Van Merkerk and Robinson show how to characterize the emergence of a technological field using a triad of expectations (artefacts), agenda setting and emerging networks (actors) (Van Merkerk and Robinson, 2006). They introduce the concept of "emerging irreversibilities" to identify, understand and measure the interplay of these three features and the consequences for the possible emerging path in order to learn how to manage this phenomena. Van Lente also defines the mutuality of expectations as the dynamics of "promise and requirement", i.e. engagements become part of a shared agenda and required actions (Borup et al., 2006). Even if a promise does not necessarily imply a responsibility, the sentence "I promise X" is not just a description. Indeed, the person who announces this phrase has to justify the future-oriented issues. However, shared expectations can also be used to justify other statements and actions. In more concrete situations, expressing an expectation, say about the usefulness of a tool or a procedure, can be interpreted as an implied warrants to others that they should use that tool or the procedure (Borup et al., 2006). In this sense, expectations are obligatory and allow the emergence of new potential promises for the future. These kinds of dynamics have an important role to play in the earliest stages of innovation and technological development.

Expectations have also a temporal dynamic, which manifest in alternating cycles of hype and disappointment. Indeed, these phenomena of expectations are not necessarily positive. The emerging of expectation supposes to create hype, but as underlined by several authors (Le Masson et al., 2012; Borup et al., 2006; Callon, 1992), it can also generate disappointment. Furthermore, Brown shows, that the number of successive disappointments in areas such as biotechnology, e-commerce and nanotechnology have resulted in lasting damage to the credibility of industry, professional groups and investment markets (Brown, 2003). However, when promise are unmet, and expectations are not fulfilled; new promises have to be created. When a promise is accepted, shared by different actors and becomes part of a joint program, other more detailed expectations have to be articulated and taken up. Van Lente (in Brown et al., 2000) demonstrate the salient role of the encompassing promise of technology, in order to protect more specific promises providing a protected space. Further, this notion of "encompassing promise of technology" is a culturally anchored notion, which illustrate that technology will offer possibilities for progress. "Here, the promise of technology as such results in a 'mandate' to technologists: the freedom to explore and develop combined with a societal obligation to deliver in the end." (Borup et al., 2006).

Expectations are spread in different ways and forms. For example, Berkhout highlights the importance of expectations as 'bids' about what the future might be like, that are deployed by agents in order to organise a process of coalition and coordination (Berkhout, 2006). Konrad, in his article, identifies dynamics between specific expectations and collective expectations (Konrad, 2006). Then, Eames and McDowell, through the study of the hydrogen economy, illustrate the interaction between generic and local expectation (Eames and McDowell, 2010). In Geels and Raven's biogas case (Geels and Raven, 2006), the authors study the interaction between local projects and global niches. Other, one of the key issues about the dynamic of expectation are the relationship between imagination and materiality, i.e. the transmission mechanisms between

Figure 1: The triangle of technological development
expectations, embodiment and materiality. There are a lot of example which it’s possible to explore the dynamics between the imagination and materiality. For example, Brown and Kraft propose to think about the precious roles of hopes, affectivity and imaginnings in order to analyse the dynamic of expectation (Brown and Kraft, 2006). Finally, expectations allow managing activities, attracting interest and foster investment and providing structure and legitimation. They attribute definition to roles, clarify duties and give a common perception of what to expect and how to anticipate opportunities and risks. They also help to mobilize resources and to build bridges across boundaries, between communities or groups, between different levels or scales and different times.

However, the literature doesn’t explain why promises with diffuse scenarios about possible technology and innovation, can be accepted? Indeed, normally when we think about new technologies, innovation and a world of increasing complexity, there are a lot of tensions and divisions. The expression “creative destruction”, popularized by Schumpeter, illustrates the incessant product and process innovation mechanism by which new production units replace outdated ones and also refers to the important transformations and changes that accompany innovations. Moreover, Kwasnicki W & Kwasnicka H (1992) explain that the firms’ decisions relating to investment, production, research funds, etc. are taken simultaneously and independently by all firms at the beginning of each period. Then, products are evaluated and selected by the market. The “technology diffusion” literature also highlight phenomenon called “battles for dominance” between rival technologies, often involving firms operating in highly visible industries (Suarez, 2004). A lot of example such as the high definition TV, PC operating system, modem, and Internet browsers contributed to the popularity of “standards wars” and network effects (Arthur, 1998). When President Kennedy says the following promise in 1962 “We choose to go to the moon. We choose to go to the moon in this decade”, this underlines the importance of addressing the following questions: what’s happen before technological promised? How do we explain that a promise is convincing? How can we understand this promise? Why can we believe this promise? How to explain the accession process about common future? In this paper, we argue that collective imaginary have a fundamental role in the dynamic of expectation: collective imaginary generates, guides and renews expectations. According to Mordini (2007), the role of fantasies and imagination in the constitution of the collective should be traced to Emile Durkheim’s work The Elementary Forms of Religious Life (Durkheim, 2013) and to Gustav Jung’s research on the collective unconscious (Jung, 1970). Further, the collective imaginary has been studied in different ways by social scientists (Jameson, 1981; Maffesoli, 1996; Taylor, 2004), psychoanalysts (Castoriadis, 1987; Hopper, 2001), and philosopher (Jung, 1986; Bachelard, 1943; Durand, 1969; Wunenburger, 1979). Though from different perspectives, these works suggest that “collective action emerges from the social imaginary, a kind of symbolic template or cultural conditioning that generates a sense of identity and inclusiveness between the members of a group or community” (Mordini, 2007).

The collective imagination is a kind of common understanding, which allows people to engage in collective practices. Each person is related to a prefabricated environment in which they are influenced by complex system of messages and stimuli. By birth, assimilation or realization, individuals belong to several groups and each group influences the beliefs, values, attitudes and perceptions of individuals. Each group expresses its own social imaginary in terms of discourse and symbolic formations such as rituals, ceremonies, myths, stories and more. “Social imaginary acts as a filter for new information: it is the lens through which people perceive the world” (Mordini, 2007).

Thus, we propose to analyze the dynamics between the imaginaries and expectation. We think, that the space sector retrospective case study is one of the most interesting cases to study the role of expectations (space observation, space exploration, the conquest of space, etc.) and imaginaries (the "desirable unknown"). With this case, our research addresses two important objectives. First, we try to provide a better understanding of the dynamics of expectation and collective imaginary through the following questions: What has been the role of expectations and imaginaries in the history of space industry in shaping scientific and technological change? What
is the relationship between collective imaginary and expectations? Second, we attempt to answer the following questions: Can we organize the work on the imaginaries? Is it possible to exchange in the unknown? In this way, we propose a new approach and a new theoretical framework (C-K Design theory) in order to highlight the dynamics of expectation and collective imaginary in innovation and technology development. To follow the design of new vision and promise, we think that C-K design theory is one of the most advanced frameworks to bring highlights in understanding of the difference between looking into the future (i.e. focused attention on prediction) and looking at the future (i.e. possible prediction) (Brown et al., 2000; Borup et al. 2006).

Research Methodology

Method to Investigate Emerging Fields

The research method is an inductive, in-depth "ex-post" case study of several space projects. We use an exploratory approach based on grounded theory building (David and Hatchuel, 2007; Eisenhardt, 1989; Glaser and Strauss, 1967). Despite the fact that single case study methods make general empirical validation impossible, they can nonetheless reveal interesting phenomena and provide opportunities for learning (Siggelkow, 2007). Concerning data sources, our analyses are only based on archive, reports, and articles review; which covers various sources of information: Historical works, including space industry and space exploration; biographical works on the main actors of the early decades of the space age; reports and analysis on the space industry to understand the challenges and prospects of development of this sector; the archives of NASA to study the notes and recommendations of the agency in terms of space policy according to time and context; articles in political science, particularly in geopolitical and geo-economics; articles in sociology, particularly to understand relationship between travel and Man (See Appendix 1 to have an overview of the main data sources). In order to structure the data, we adopt a “three level framework” (Van Merkerk and Van Lente, 2005; Van Merkerk and Robinson, 2006). This framework aims to structure data in such a way that the possibility to observe patterns in the data is improved. This tool has been used to structure heterogeneous data in order to investigate “emerging irreversibilities”, i.e. investigate “phenomena that facilitate path emergence” (Van Merkerk and Van Lente, 2005; Van Merkerk and Robinson, 2006). Main sources for the desk research are show in Figure 2. This “three-level framework” distinguishes two different core domain of technological activity: basic research and research for market application. These domains are divided into three various levels: (1) within firms or research group, (2) more general, within a technical-scientific field, and (3) more global, in society at large. The first level illustrates the processes between and within research groups and firms. Researches are about specific and varying subjects. Thus, certain topics on which research groups’ work together can be used established companies and startups. The second level is about technological field (conferences, review article, technical and scientific communities). The third level refers to the societal level. In this level, governments, interest groups and other societal actors develop the social, economic and political aspects of the new technological field. Obviously, the different levels influence each other in various ways (Van Merkerk and Robinson, 2006). Moreover, each level has not the same timescales: indeed, changes at the level of research groups are faster than changes at societal level (Rip and Kemp, 1998).
Expectations circulate in many different forms and shapes. Thus, one critical issue in our work is the ability to illustrate and to analyze the relationship between imagination, materiality and embodiment. So, in order to follow the design of new visions and promises, we propose to use the most recent models of design reasoning (C-K design theory) (Hatchuel and Weil 2003), which generalize classic engineering design models (Pahl and Beitz 2006) and search models (Hatchuel 2002; Simon 1969).

**Theoretical Framework: C-K Design Theory**

Hatchuel and Weil introduced the C-K theory in 2003 (Hatchuel and Weil 2003, 2008). This theory aims to provide a unified and rigorous framework for design. Other, Hatchuel (2001), Hatchuel and Weil (2003, 2008), Kazakç and Tsoukias (2005), Elmquist and Segrestin (2007), Elmquist and Le Masson (2009), and Le Masson, Aggeri, Barbier, and Caron (2012) also attempt to provide a better understanding of innovative design with using C-K Theory. According C-K design theory, design is defined as “an interplay between two interdependent spaces”, the space of concepts (C) and the space of knowledge (K).

K Space incorporates all the propositions with a logical status, i.e. all available knowledge that the designers are able to prove or disprove (e.g., technical and scientific knowledge, market issues, and standards).

On the other hand, C Space includes all the propositions neither true nor false in K space, i.e. concepts about partially unknown objects. Propositions in C space are qualified as “undecidable” relative to the content of a space K if it is not possible to prove that these propositions are true or false in K space. When designers are faced with concepts (i.e. manned spacecraft to explore Mars), designers cannot affirm whether such a thing may be possible or that this would never be the case.

According the C-K theory, design starts when an initial concept is created. Design process proceeds by expansion of this initial concept into other concepts (by partitioning the concept) and/or into new knowledge. During the design process, both C and K spaces are expandable and these transformations between spaces and in the same spaces take place through four operations: $C \Rightarrow C$, $C \Rightarrow K$, $K \Rightarrow K$ and $K \Rightarrow C$ (Figure 1).
The design process attempts to transform “undecidable” propositions into logical propositions in K, i.e. the design solution is when “the first concept becomes a true proposition in K” (a conjunction). Moreover, these two spaces (C and K) have a different structure. The K space evolves like “an archipelago”: new propositions are added without following a stable order or being connected directly (Hatchuel et al., 2009). Unlike, C space has a determined structure: this space has a tree structure. Each node represents a partition in diverse sub-concepts (Hatchuel and Weil, 2003), and only partitioning or inclusions are allowed in C space. The theory introduces two different types for partitioning for concepts: restrictive partitions and expanding partitions (Hatchuel and Weil, 2003). Restrictive partitions add a property to a concept already known, unlike expanding partitions, which add properties not known in K as a property of the entities concerned. Therefore, “creativity and innovation are due to expanding partitions of concepts”. Then, design process has to be understood as interactions between these two spaces. Knowledge is used to elaborate concepts in C space, and concepts are used to expand and to expand knowledge in K space. Design process ends when undecidable proposition (concept) becomes decidable in K space.

**Method to analyse collective imaginary**

To analyse collective imaginary, we decide to use the theoretical framework proposed by Bouchard (Bouchard, 2003, 2013). Bouchard conceives collective imaginary as a set of representations by which any community give a definition of itself and others, in the past, present and future. Bouchard highlights two ways to represent the collective imaginary: the act of constructing representations and the representations themselves that are the symbolic product. The representation of collective imaginary production, i.e. the collective imaginary design process, refers to the following concepts: production of meaning, argumentation, rhetoric, positive knowledge, fiction and myth. This vision of the imagination is expressed through several vectors ranging from literature and cinema to philosophy and theology. Each vector leads to expand the collective imaginary of its representations. Concerning the collective imaginary, as a symbolic product offered for the social use, it refers to the following expressions: mythologies, traditions and customs, religion, identity, memory, ideology, knowledge, etc.
Imaginary development, as a blend of reason and myth

Vectors:
- Arts (theater, cinema, painting, etc.)
- Literature (poetry, novel, story, etc.)
- Sciences (historiography, philosophy, theology, etc.)

Imaginary, as a symbolic product offered for social use

Expressions:
- Mythologies
- Traditions and customs
- Religions
- Identity
- Memory
- Stereotypes
- Knowledge, Ideology

Primary culture, the field of the unconscious and of psychism

Figure 4: Theoretical framework proposed by Bouchard (Bouchard, 2003)

Study: Exploring the Dynamics of Expectations and Imaginaries in the Space Industry

The beginning of the conquest of space

In 1952, the International Council of Scientific Unions, proposed to coordinate a set of research to increase the knowledge of physical properties of the Earth and the interactions between the Sun and our planet. The project was named "International Geophysical Year" (IGY) and took place between July 1957 and December 1958. On this occasion, it was suggested to launch into orbit small scientific equipment, to record certain phenomena in the upper atmosphere and space. In 1956, the United States and the Soviet Union announced their intentions to launch an artificial satellite. In proposing this project, members of CSAGI (special committee of the IGY) knew recent in launching rockets and missiles. Thus, in their view, the project was feasible. Indeed, preliminary work, performed independently in the United States and the USSR, convinced the specialists from both countries that this project did not raise insurmountable technical difficulties. The U.S. program, the "Vanguard Project" was made public after a press conference in 1956. A credit of $20 million was voted for its implementation, with the full approval of President Eisenhower. Against all odds, Oct. 4, 1957, the Soviets were the first to launch a satellite into orbit: Sputnik 1. Following the launch of Sputnik, the CIA director said to the White House press secretary: "The launching by the Soviet Union of the first earth satellite is an event of considerable technical and scientific importance. [...] What has happened involves no basic discovery and the value of a satellite to mankind will for a long time be highly problematical". In March 1958, the Scientific Advisory Committee to the President of the United States introduced a note on the following topic: Introduction to Outer Space. The objective was to determine the direction and the appropriate pace of future space programs of the United States and answer the following questions: What are the principal reasons for undertaking a national space program? What can we expect to gain from space science and exploration? What are the scientific laws and facts and the technological means, which it would be helpful to know and understand in reaching sound policy decisions for a United States space program and its management by the Federal Government? In this report, the Scientific Advisory Committee of the President of the United States, distinguishes four factors that illustrate the importance, urgency and inevitability of developing a space program: The first of these factors is the compelling urge of man to explore and to discover, the thrust of curiosity that leads men to try to go where no one has gone before. Second, there is the defense objective for the development of space technology. Third, there is the factor of national prestige. Fourth, space technology affords new opportunities for scientific observation and
experiment. Three months after the first note, the National Security Council publishes a new note identifying the most important parameters to consider about this new space age: “(1) the USSR has surpassed the United States and the Free World in scientific and technological accomplishments in outer space, which have captured the imagination and admiration of the world; (2) the USSR, if it maintains its present superiority in the exploitation of outer space, will be able to use that superiority as a means of undermining the prestige and leadership of the United States; and (3) the USSR, if it should be the first to achieve a significantly superior military capability in outer space, could create an imbalance of power in favor of the Sino-Soviet Bloc and pose a direct military threat to U.S. security. The security of the United States requires that we meet these challenges with resourcefulness and vigor”.

At this time, the stakes of prestige and national defense become more important than scientific issues. The race to conquer space is started and it will mainly be confined to technological issues and ideological prestige. The USSR, which has an important advance, continues to multiply the first exploits: first satellite in orbit, first living being in space, first lunar probe, first man in space, etc. Very quickly, it becomes imperative for US to realize a first space exploit. At this time, there is already a specific space exploration imaginary (which exists only in the imagination, which has no reality) that is largely developed: manned exploration of space (seventeenth century), spaceships (seventeenth century), solar system exploration (seventeenth century), the conquest of a planet by humans (seventeenth century), device landing on the planets (1928), multi-stage rocket (1927), space station in Earth orbit (1923), communication and Earth observation satellites (1945), etc. (See appendix 2 for more information about existing concepts). On the other, it is important to note that the emergence of science fiction, as a literary genre, represents a turning point in the appropriation, by the population, of space exploration issue. The writer Robert A. Heinlein (1907-1988) exerted a great influence on the American people about the conquest of space, particularly through the works: The Man Who Sold The Moon (1951) and the movie Destination Moon (1950). In addition, at the same time, the British author Arthur C. Clarke (1917-2008), in his novels Prelude in the Sky (1951) and Islands in the Sky (1952), also contributes to evangelize its readership to conquer space. In 2007, Michael Griffin, NASA Administrator (2005-2009), said about the conquest of the Moon: “In general, the great early authors of hard science-fiction, I think, created a climate in which it became ultimately possible to talk about putting people in space, about going to the Moon, about going to Mars”.

Thus, we show that the set of goals that will be set by the USSR and the USA, refer to concepts invented before 1957.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Imaginary development, as a blend of reason and myth</th>
<th>Imaginary, as a symbolic product offered for social use</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Vectors:</strong> Cinema: <em>The Man Who Sold The Moon</em> (1951), <em>Destination Moon</em> (1950)</td>
<td><strong>Expressions:</strong> Ideology: Capitalism, communism</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Literature: Science-fiction, Jules Verne, Robert A. Heinlein</td>
<td>Mythologies: conquest of the West, exploration, the mythology of travel, hero</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sciences: Tsiolkovski, The Exploration of Cosmic Space by Means of Reaction Devices (1903); Oberth, By Rocket into planetary space (1923)</td>
<td>Memory: World war II</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Primary culture, the field of the unconscious and of psychism</td>
<td>Knowledge: nuclear, electronic, etc.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Between 1957 and 1975, the design process is confined to tap into the collective imaginary available, thereby limiting exploration efforts for new alternatives and the introduction of new dimensions in design. The design process relied primarily on a system of design rules, evolving in successive projects to achieve the various existing concepts (See Appendix 3: The design process of the conquest of space, with CK theory). The case of the conquest of the moon particularly illustrates this assertion.

The case of the conquest of the Moon: use a collective imaginary to build a dynamic of expectation

April 12, 1961, the Soviet Yuri Gagarin became the first man to make a space flight. Following this new Soviet feat, U.S. President John F. Kennedy published a memorandum with the objective of determining a spatial program that can finally bring victory to the United States (See Appendix 4: John F. Kennedy, Memorandum for Vice President, April 20, 1961): “In accordance with our conversation I would like for you as Chairman of the Space Council to be in charge of making an overall survey of where we stand in space.

1. Do we have a chance of beating the Soviets by putting a laboratory in space, or by a trip around the moon, or by a rocket to land on the moon, or by a rocket to go to the moon and back with a man. Is there any other space program which promises dramatic results in which we could win?

2. How much additional would it cost?

3. Are we working 24 hours a day on existing programs. If not, why not? If not, will you make recommendations to me as to how work can be speeded up.

4. In building large boosters should we put our emphasis on nuclear, chemical or liquid fuel, or a combination of these three?

5. Are we making maximum effort? Are we achieving necessary results? I have asked Jim Webb, Dr. Weisner, Secretary McNamara and other responsible officials to cooperate with you fully. I would appreciate a report on this at the earliest possible moment.”

April 28, 1961, Vice President Lyndon B. Johnson, answered: “Manned exploration of the moon, for example, is not only an achievement with great propaganda value, but it is essential as an objective whether or not we are first in its accomplishment-and we may be able to be first. […] Hence they might be conceded a time advantage in circumnavigation of the moon and also in a manned trip to the moon. However, with a strong effort, the United States could conceivably be first in those two accomplishments by 1966 or 1967.”

10 days later, James E. Webb (NASA Administrator) and Robert S. McNamara (Secretary of Defense) proposed for the first time, the man’s conquest of the moon as a priority of the U.S. space program. The project was called Apollo: “To achieve the goal of landing a man on the moon and returning him to earth in the latter part of the current decade requires immediate initiation of an accelerated program of spacecraft development. The program designated Project Apollo includes initial flights of a multi-manned orbiting laboratory to qualify the spacecraft, and manned flights around the moon before attempting the difficult lunar landing.” Finally, the memorandum Kennedy was the starting point of the Apollo program. By asking the question: “Is there any other space program which promises dramatic results in which we could win?”, President Kennedy set in motion a dynamic of expectation. September 12, 1962, Kennedy gave his famous speech on the conquest of the Moon: “We choose to go to the moon. We choose to go to the moon in this decade [...]”

In July 1969, the Apollo 11 mission allows American to walk on the Moon. This spectacular achievement allowed the United States to win the space race. In 1975, after the Apollo 17 mission, the U.S. abandoned the lunar program: There was nothing more to prove.
Renewal of imaginaries and expectations

From 1970, a new collective imaginary will gradually emerge and change the place of space in our society. The major technological prowess will be left to the profits of a collective imaginary, promoting concepts seeking to improve the development of society and respect for the environment. This new period is characterized by a new design effort focused on space applications that can be at the service of society and sustainable development. Thus, concepts such as "global communication", "global medicine", "Space at the service of agriculture", "Space to understand Earth", etc., are breaking with concepts of the first era of space exploration. (See appendix 5: "A return to planet Earth?"(1975-2011) with C-K diagram) All these new concepts are echoed in the awareness of the fragility of the Earth's ecosystem. In 1983, the German astronaut Ulf Merbold highlighted this fragility: “For the first time in my life I saw the horizon as a curved line. It was accentuated by a thin seam of dark blue light our atmosphere. Obviously this was not the ocean of air I had been told it was so many times in my life. I was terrified by its fragile appearance”. One can also find the will of renewal imaginaries and expectations in a first report dated September 1969:

- « Increase utilization of space capabilities for services to man, through an expanded space applications program;
- Enhance the defense posture of the United States and thereby support the broader objective of peace and security for the world through a program which exploits space techniques for accomplishment of military missions;
- Increase man’s knowledge of the universe by conduct of a continuing strong program of lunar and planetary exploration, astronomy, physics, the earth and life sciences;
- Develop new systems and technology for space operations with emphasis upon the critical factors of: (1) commonality, (2) reusability, and (3) economy, through a program directed initially toward development of a new space transportation capability and space station modules which utilize this new capability;
- Promote a sense of world community through a program, which provides opportunity for broad international participation and cooperation. »

In addition, the 1970s will not be conducive to budget increases. Indeed, the first oil shock of 1973 and the second oil shock in 1979 will have major impacts on the global economy and in particular the U.S. economy. However, in 1975, the Helsinki Accords participated in improving relations between the Communist bloc and the West. Finally, new international aspirations and expectations made their appearances. The United Nations Conference on the
Environment in Stockholm (1972) placed, for the first time, environmental issues to the level of international concern and proposed a comprehensive plan of action to fight against pollution.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Imaginary development, as a blend of reason and myth</th>
<th>Imaginary, as a symbolic product offered for social use</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Vectors:</strong></td>
<td><strong>Expressions:</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arts (surrealism, Land Art, psychedelic music)</td>
<td>Ideology: end of communism, ecology, neo-hippies,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Literature (Ionesco, Soljenitsyne)</td>
<td>Memory: cold war</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sciences (nuclear, electronic, etc.)</td>
<td>Knowledge: Astronautic, biochemic, informatics, etc.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Primary culture, the field of the unconscious and of psychism**

*Figure 7: Collective imaginary between 1970 and 2011*

Inevitably, the U.S. and world space policy will be part of this new dynamic. It is in this economic context that the concept of Space Shuttle became the best compromise to boost the exploration and exploitation of space. Space Shuttle means a spacecraft that can return to Earth by performing a controlled landing like a glider and can be reused for a subsequent mission. This new concept is opposed to conventional spacecraft like Apollo and Soyuz, landing with parachutes. The decision, to initiate this program, was based on the following reasons: “There are three reasons why the space shuttle is the right next step […]. First, the shuttle is the only meaningful new manned space program which can be accomplished on a modest budget. […] Second, the space shuttle is needed to make space operations less complex and less costly. […] Third, the space shuttle is needed to do useful things. The long term need is clear. In the 1980’s and beyond, the low cost to orbit the shuttle gives is essential for all the dramatic and practical future programs we can conceive.”

This period of history illustrates the revival of imaginaries and expectations in the space sector. This retrospective analysis illustrates the fact that within the same industry, imaginaries directly affect the dynamics of expectations. Furthermore, these imaginaries are dependent on actors who suggest them, as well as external conditions (economic, political, social, etc.).
New actors for renewal imaginaries and expectations

Since the 2000s, new actors have made their appearances. Most of these new actors are positioned on radical new concepts: Space Tourism, tourist space station, exploitation of natural resources in space, system capable of intercepting an asteroid. What is particularly interesting in this new generation of entrepreneur is the cooperation and synergy between these new projects. Moreover, the profile of these entrepreneurs is extremely similar. Most of them are former entrepreneurs who have created the largest companies of the digital economy (Paypal, Google, Microsoft, Facebook, Amazon). All their past experiences and the close links among them, contribute to the creation of an informal network, a kind of "college of the unknown" (Le Masson et al., 2012) connecting entrepreneurs, investors, designers and promoters.
These actors do not necessarily share competences, they think and exchange about the nature of the open questions, unsolved problems and critical challenges. In this “exchange in the unknown”, some actors provide “ideas” and “stimuli” to support the design activities of other actors. However, this college is not oriented toward one scientific field but to the exploration of emerging technologies and the sustained renewal of imagination and expectation. Le Masson et al. (Le Masson et al., 2012) label this type of organization a college of the unknown, by analogy with the “invisible colleges” of Diana Crane (Crane 1972) who, studying research networks, noticed that a clique of researchers with direct and indirect links were influencing the works of the rest of the community. On the other, analysing the fortune of these principal actors shows the high financial potential of these new actors. Indeed, the NASA budget ($17,770 million in 2012) represents only 15.7% of their total wealth.¹⁰
Conclusion and Perspectives

First, this case study allows highlighting the wealth of projects and the dynamics of expectations in the space sector. This analysis allowed us to identify the major changes and developments in expectations over time. We propose to consider that the dynamics of expectations, in the space sector, is characterized by three major phases ("The paradigm of the conquest of space" (1957-1975), "A return to planet Earth?" (1975-2011), and finally, the last phase (2011 - ...) shows a renewal of expectations in the space sector. The example of the Memorandum for Vice President from John F. Kennedy highlights the complex relationship between collective imaginary and expectation. Indeed, in this document, Kennedy asks the question: Which concepts? i.e. which artefacts should we choose to make a promise? This question illustrates the following question: what's happen before technological promised? Kennedy's response: "Go to the Moon" confirms the important role of collective imaginary in the dynamics of expectation. In order to propose such a promise, the establishment of common interests is not enough: There is a need to have a collective imaginary, able to guide expectations. If the "interests" was enough, Kennedy could choose the most reliable and cheapest project. We observe that the imaginaries are more or less structured and it's this richness of imaginary "Go to the Moon" which may explain the response of Kennedy. In addition, we observe that the imaginaries may already be present, or conversely must be proposed and established. After the end of Apollo project, it becomes necessary to design a new collective imaginary in order to renew the space of concepts and thus expectations. As a kind of symbolic template able to generate a vision and a sense of identity between the members of a group or community, imaginaries are a major determinant of the dynamics of expectations: collective imaginary generates, guides and renews expectations. The collective imagination is a kind of common understanding, which allows people to believe, adhere to a promise on the future and to engage in collective practices. On the one hand, the case study shows that future expectations and promise may be envisaged only if there is a collective imaginary. On the other hand, when collective imaginary is exhausted or over, it becomes impossible to formulate new promise, i.e. new expectations. This phenomenon manifested in alternating cycles of hype and disappointment. Thus, it becomes imperative to design a new collective imagination to renew the dynamic of expectations. We argue that disappointment is more the result of a lack of a renewal of collective imaginary, that an unfulfilled promise. A network of researchers, under the banner of “Sociology of Expectation”, identified is both a performativ element of expectation and an inseparable tie between expectations, anticipatory action and agency (Adam, 2005). They offered observations about formalized way in which futures and expectations are enacted. They also propose to do the difference between looking into the future and looking at the future. According to Borup (Borup & al., 2006), it's probably the most important next step for analysts of expectations is to bring these two dimensions together in a more reflexive attempt to understand the contribution of their findings for the future underway in the present. We argue that this study allows bringing highlight in a more reflexive attempt to understand interaction between "prediction" (looking into the future, i.e. expectation) and "possible prediction" (looking at the future, i.e. collective imaginary).
Second, the identification of a college of the unknown who "exchange in the unknown", shows that we can organize the work on the imaginaries. The development of a collective imaginary is neither a change in the real and the representation of a change followed by observation of its effects, but the invention of new possibilities, i.e. the construction of new concepts.

Entrepreneurs from the digital economy (Paypal, Google, Microsoft, Facebook, Amazon) shows that it's possible to work and contribute to the creation of a new collective imaginary. Moreover, a recent experience organized by the NASA (International Space Apps Challenge) illustrates the interest that the American space agency have for the renewal of collective imaginary. The International Space Apps Challenge is a hackathon which includes, in 2013, more than 9,000 people in over 44 countries for a total of 83 cities. During the weekend of 20 and 21 April 2013, developers, engineers and designers participated in raising the fifty challenges proposed by NASA including International Print Station (development of a 3D printer model for use in space), Earth from Space (creation of an application that allows you to view the Earth 3D), Curiosity at Home (foster a link between citizens and the rover Curiosity thanks to software, applications or visualizations), We Love Data (rethink the way people interact with the data from space), creation of an application that can determine the origin of a shower of meteorites in real time, etc. During the 2013 event, more than 700 solutions and innovative projects have been identified by NASA.

Finally, our results allow highlighting the dynamics of expectation and collective imaginary in innovation and technology development. It is obvious that the knowledge from expectation and collective imaginary studies might be useful to people and firms working on the understanding of technology and innovation management. Thus, it can contribute to an improved and more reflexive handling of innovative product development. Finally, it might be fruitful to examining in greater detail how the findings about expectations and collective imaginary dynamics can be used in prospective and strategic activities and as practical advice for innovation and product development management.
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Appendix 2: C-K diagram about space concepts before 1950

To explore space from earth
- Naked eye
  - Pre-telescopic astronomy, V century BC
  - Telescope, 1609

Using an instrument
- Optical
- Mechanical

To explore space from space
- By human
  - Astrolabe, 150 BC
  - In orbit
  - Space station (Hermann Oberth in By Rocket into Planetary Space, 1923)
  - Artificial system

Artificial system
- Artificial satellite (Jules Verne in Les cinq millions de la Bégum, 1879)

Energy system associated with the vehicle
- Chemical energy
  - Gun system (Jules Verne in De la Terre à la Lune, 1865)

Energy system dissociated with the vehicle
- Electromagnetic energy
  - Carriage of iron and magnet (Cyrano de Bergerac in Histoire comique contenant les états et empires du Soleil, 1657)

- Direct transmission
  - Rocket (Cyrano de Bergerac in Histoire comique contenant les états et empires du Soleil, 1657)

- Indirect transmission
  - Machine absorbing air to the front and the rejected it to the back (Margaret Cavendish, 1666)

With a vehicle
- Lighter than air
  - Montgolfier brothers, 1782
  - Vials of rose wine droplets (Cyrano de Bergerac in Histoire comique contenant les états et empires du Soleil, 1657)

- Heavier than air
  - Rocket (Cyrano de Bergerac in Histoire comique contenant les états et empires du Soleil, 1657)

To explore the earth from space
- With a vehicle
  - With a vehicle
    - Energy system associated with the vehicle
      - Chemical energy
        - Gun system (Jules Verne in De la Terre à la Lune, 1865)
  - Without vehicle
    - Vials of rose wine droplets (Cyrano de Bergerac in Histoire comique contenant les états et empires du Soleil, 1657)

Known concept
- Achievable concept
- Alternative concept

Knowledge in progress
- Validation knowledge

Validated knowledge
- Rocket
  - Gunpowder and pyrotechnics (XIII century): propellant and explosive properties
  - Gun (XIV century)
  - Galileo: heliocentrism and optical (1609)
  - Kepler Law: motions of the planets (1609)
  - Newton: Universal law of gravitation and mechanics (1684)
  - Descartes: geometry and optical XV century
  - Pascal: fluid mechanics and atmosphere studies XVII century
  - Imagination of travel
    - Maxwell: electromagnetism XIX century
    - Carnot: thermodynamic XIX century
  - Emergence of chemistry XVIII century
  - Early twentieth century: increased conjunction operations
  - Birth of aviation, early twentieth century
  - V2 Missile Program

Early twentieth century: increased conjunction operations
- Chemical energy
  - Gun system (Jules Verne in De la Terre à la Lune, 1865)
  - Rocket (Cyrano de Bergerac in Histoire comique contenant les états et empires du Soleil, 1657)

Disjunction capacity > conjunction capacity
Appendix 3: The design process of the conquest of space, with C-K diagram

1957

**Sputnik program (USSR):** 1957-1961
- Launchers technologies
- Satellite technologies
- Technical Orbital Maneuvering
- Manned flight

**Mercury program (USA):** 1958-1963
- Place a man in orbit around the Earth
- Development of launchers
- Technology development orbit, orbital control, reentry, landing.
- Six human spaceflight (and nineteen flights without astronaut)

**Gemini program (USA):** 1963-1966
- Second spaceflight program
- Titan launcher
- Multi-spacecraft / spacewalks / control localization techniques, and maneuver space rendezvous / develop techniques for working in space during spacewalks / study the effects of weightlessness on human physiology during long flights.
- 10 Gemini missions are launched

**Vostok program (USSR):** 1961-1963
- Human spaceflight program
- Surveyor program (USA): 1965-1979
- Moon exploration program with automatic vehicle
- Lunokhod program (USSR), 1969 to 1972: Lunar Rover
- Verena Program (USSR), 1960 to 1970: Exploration of Venus
- March Program (USSR), 1960 to 1974: Exploration of Mars
- Zond program (USSR), 1964-1970: Human spaceflight towards the Moon
- Voyager program (USA): Exploration of Mars
- Viking program (USA): Exploration of Mars
- Pioneer program (USA): Solar System Exploration
- Luna program (USSR): 1959-1976
- Automatic space missions launched to the Moon
- Corona program (USA): 1959-1972
- First spy satellite program
- Skylab (USA): 1965-1979
- Orbital space station

1975

**Apollo program (USA) from 1961 to 1975 (135 billion U.S. dollars - 400,000 people)**
- Saturn V launcher / spacecraft technology / spacecraft development / Technical moon landing /
- Embedded Software / System Reliability / Rendezvous orbital lunar / Design of a lunar module / Technical Equipment / Design Mission / Operations tests and recognition / Ensure the safety and astronauts return to Earth
- 17 Apollo missions: 7 mission inhabited, 6 manned moon landings, 12 astronauts walked on the Moon.

**Soyuz program (USSR):** 1960 - still relevant
- Program of manned flight and manned lunar program (abandoned)

Abandonment of the Apollo program in 1975
April 20, 1961

MEMORANDUM FOR

VICE PRESIDENT

In accordance with our conversation I would like for you as Chairman of the Space Council to be in charge of making an overall survey of where we stand in space.

1. Do we have a chance of beating the Soviets by putting a laboratory in space, or by a trip around the moon, or by a rocket to land on the moon, or by a rocket to go to the moon and back with a man. Is there any other space program which promises dramatic results in which we could win?

2. How much additional would it cost?

3. Are we working 24 hours a day on existing programs. If not, why not? If not, will you make recommendations to me as to how work can be speeded up.

4. In building large boosters should we put out emphasis on nuclear, chemical or liquid fuel, or a combination of these three?

5. Are we making maximum effort? Are we achieving necessary results?

I have asked Jim Webb, Dr. Weisner, Secretary McNamara and other responsible officials to cooperate with you fully. I would appreciate a report on this at the earliest possible moment.
Appendix 5: "A return to planet Earth?" (1975-2011) with C-K diagram

Conquer! the space domain

Imaginary of space exploration developed before 1950

Success of the Apollo 11 mission: American walk on the Moon

End of Apollo Program

Fin of the Space Race

Environmental issues

Space Exploration

Explore and exploit space

Space at the service of society

Space for sustainable development

Knowledge gaps

Knowledge in progress

Validated knowledge

C space

Military System

Science & technology

Manned exploration

To conquer the Moon

End of Apollo Program

Fin of the Space Race


Environmental issues

Societal issues

Political and economic situation

SPOT Program (Satellite for Earth observation). (1978)

Argos System: satellite-based system which collects, processes and disseminates environmental data (1978)

GOES Satellite (Geostationary Operational Environmental Satellite) (1975)

Cospas-Sarsat system (helped rescue more than 14,000 people, mostly in the maritime domain) (1988)

COSIP System (Soil Moisture and Ocean Salinity) (2009)

Jason (2001)

Galileo Constellation (2015)

Altimeter

Optical

Actors: Specialists in environment, meteorology and oceans studies

1990, « Mission to Planet Earth » by NASA